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Editorial
GRAZIA MARCIDANO

The essays I have the pleasure of introducing to readers of the Journal of
Comparative Literature and Aesthetics are a fairly representative sample of the
situation, rich and varied in theories and methods, of aesthetics in Italy, reviewed
here in its recent past and in some of today's most promising research perspectives.

I will not venture here to express general opinions on a tradition of thought
whose roots in this country are far older than the age of modernity and the
post-modern which a certain widespread critical tendency in Italy and elsewhere
has almost made a category in its-own right in the phenomenology of contemporary
culture..The notat>leinvestment of intellectual energy in theorizing an end of
modernity by leading thinkers like, in Italy, Gianni Vattimo1, and the focusing
on modernity as aesthetics in a number of provocative debates and analyses
spanning East and West, from Canada to Spain to China2, strike one, when
viewed from a somewhat ampler perspective, as a last resort on the part of
disillusioned reason to cling to a speculative 'time' whose days appear to be
number of which, however, it is loth to take leave, out of an intrinsic, radical
uncertainty as to the future directions of thought. /

A perturbing theme such as this/the future of thought. and aesthetic thought
in particular/is here treated by Gianni Vattimo in terms of his own theoretical
perspective in the fIrst of the six essays included in the present collection. The
aim of this .collection as a whole is to function as a 'reader' along the pathways
of Italian aesthetics in this century.

Aesthetics in Italy/in so far as one can speak of it as an historical subject
endowed with its own overall philosophical identity-seems at present to be going
through a vital transitional phase. Open to the most prominent trends in European
and, to a lesser degree, Anglo-American thought. the twentieth century tradition
in Italy is in point of fact the result of a variety of local trends and 'currents'
which have been consolidated around certain major thiI?kers and masters. Aesthetic
resean;h centres are today active at the universities of Turin, Pavia, Milan, Venice,
Bologna, Florence, Siena, Rome, Salerno, Bari,Cagliari and Palermo. Journals,
publishing houses, group projects, and the Associazwne Italiana per gli Studi di
Estetica (AISE) ( Italian Society for Aestheuc Studies), founded in 1984 try to
ensure that this variegated complex is kept together. In 1990 two conferences,
the fIrst at the University of Salerno and the Italian Institute for Philosophical
StUdies in Naple~, and, the second at the University of Siena4, called together
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the entire academic community, and in the case of Siena, in two of the three
working days, comparison and discussion extended to scholars from thre.e continents
(Europe, North America and Eastern Asi~)., who were invited to illustrate the
major trends in twentieth centUry aesthetics in their respective countries. Considered
globally, the two initiatives favoured a constructive stocktaking of the recent
history of Italian aesthetics. The aim of this survey is to highlight certain
milestones in that history.

The theory of art in Italian idealism and the De Sanctis-Croce line set beside
the modern, arc the themes around which Stefano Zecchi and Aldo Trione,
thinkers who would hardly call themselves Crocean, shape their own original
interpretation of Croce's legacy, and its influences in spheres allied to aesthetics:
po~tic and literary criticism., as well as the strong trace left by the idealist
movement in a vast stratum of Italian culture and society.

)Vhat the Italian Marxist oriented intelligentsia Dwes to the seminal influence
of Antonio Gramsci is the basic theme of the survey by Stefano Benassi of the
University of Bologna. This survey starts from Gramsci, to widen out into a
consideration of the inOuence of Russerl's phenomenology on a pleiad of notable
thinkers., Antonio Banfi, Luciano Anceschi, Enw Paci, Dino Formaggio and the
new generation of scholars in Milan and Bologna. The opening up to structuralism
and the impetus to semiotics that Umberto Eco has given, in the season preceding
his activity as a world-famous novelist, complete Benassi's analytic and historical
survey. The essay by Luisa Bonesio of the University of Pavia in its turn poses
an important question. Beside the new generation of aesthetologists, deftly surveysd
by the author, who is, for that matter, one of their number, is there, Bonesio
asks, a 'generation' of new ideas and perspectives -in other words and opening
towards extra-European cultural horizons on the part of a minority of scholars
emerging today? And what in recent years have been the first fruits of the
c0J11jJanttiveenquiry in aesthetics? Bonesio is kind enough. to mention my own
contribution over the last twenty years to this type of enquiry and to the knowledge
of Far-Eastern aesthetics. The initial intellectual solitude surroundIng my fltst

. work as a COmlJanltist, on my return. from a t'brfrlatiVe periOd iir India at tile
Tagore University .of Shantiniketan5 has been broken emly. irivery .recent ;years,
tha,nks not least' fo the interest ulken h Italian cultured society in Easttm
phll()sophics anetarts, and religions, .BLJtthe iritc¥raiion of bri6r1wfstudks j\1 the
i.\eStllCticacademic Community remains, for the time bcirlg, '!in unsolved pr6bIcm.

The first persori to call iltlent!olllo this problcl11was Giuseppe TucCi (1894-1984),
the erninent scholar, well-known andiovca in India, Tib6t and the \vh'Olc"6f
f:£lsttrnAsia. Tucci has the unquestionablemerit dr haVirigfencwedand ;dcVelo'pbd
Oriental studies in Italy, not leastthroughth~rcscarch. activiticsoi. the fstitulo
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p~ril Medio e Estrem? Oriente (TSMEO), which he founded in Rome in 1931,
.~md'~Iirected with eXLrhOrdinaryenergy ~jl(1abl1eg~ltion,'before enlrnstingit. to a
group of scholars of his Roman school6.

.

"Up until a few years ago," wrote Tucci in the now' disL.'mt 1934, " the
Orient was almost ignored in ;the official progriuntne of our culture. The history
of philosophy b~gan with the pre-Socratics; political history with the Egyptians
'and Assyrians, by virtuc oftbcir relations' with .tht} Mediterranean and Biblkal
world. Convinced that we wero ourselves the inventors bothef histprytmd of
s<::ience,we Wcste'rncrs refused to consider a l;.lrgepart ofman~imhjJ1tH it had
started lohave'&atings 'with us A serious error, since modemresdarch has
detected neglected tkrcoos thaf; from remO!.ctinws, link thernpst distant cquntries
of the East wilh those oftM West"? '.

Unf()rtunatel~, our university studies have not encouraged an organic cultural
vision." Pure philology has been too dominant in our studies," obscrved Tucci.
rerl1arkingthat" the time has come to consider them no longer as ends in

. themselves University teaching, as it regards the 'East, must be modernized,
ai1d become the vehicle of intimate understanding of the fundmnent11 aspects of
the culture beingstudied"s.

.

An enormous job needs to be done in. the field of cqmlxlrativ.c aesllwtics in
the direction il1{licated, by Tncei. The survey rcceJltly qrried out in Japan by
Sasa~i ke)1cichi, in which Japanese a11d Wcste.rnaesthetologists answered a
qucstionnaire. with a list of. basic aestbcticconcepts, highligh~ed, in Sasaki's
words., that there exislS today a repcllory of basic, conCCpt~c0l111l10nlyreeognized9.
fiut, on the other hand, Sasaki drew atle',ltion to. the fact pwt " the J,lpanese

. aesthetics inqllestion is nota traditional one base,1 on Japan<cseculturc ,as such,

hut one based on Western 'philosophy"10. And this is anoth,er aspect or, 'father,
,i damaging counter.cffcct of- the mutual isolation of the ;.Ie$~ctic traditions of
East and West. When a hundred and twenty years ago Japan opened its doors
to the West, the European and Anglo- American models were adoptepindi.sctimi l1ateIy,
to the serious detriment of the vitllity ofloc,11 traditions~

Local but not marginal, in being the living ~\J11b$.of aspcculalive ecumcne
tN1! kno}Vs no;fronlicrs, the aesthetic traditions today need to be. ~ayed and
strcngth6ne~i ihthep1aceand language in which they historically too~ root, but
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-'a1so in a creative ;10<1'iJ1uminating conmarison with <meal1othyr. To Ananda

Kentish Coomaraswamy, the Anglo-Sinhalese thiokerto whom India. and the East
are indebted for a formid,tble contribution; of le,arningandinsight, T have devoted
the brief profllell. whicn closes this revie~v of aesthetic studies in It;.!1y.In these
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studies the critical reception of Coomaraswamy's thought is today an important
factor12.
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